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Notes on recent findings of Boros schneideri (Panzer, 1795)
(Coleoptera, Boridae) in Latvia
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At 14.04.2002, one specimen of Boros
schneideri (Panzer, 1795) was collected under
the oak bark in pasture woodland with old oaks
at the Pededze river in the Particularly Protected
Nature Territory (PNT) “Pededzes lejtece”
(Eastern Latvia, Gulbene district, (leg. K.Vilks,
det. D.Telnov). Other two beetles and one larva
were observed in Gulbene district, Pededzes
lejtece PNT, right bank of Pededze river at
V kš i farm, 18.05.2003 (2 imago, 1 larva)
under oak’s bark (leg./det. D.Telnov). The
second locality is situated about 5 km from the
first one.
This is the single recent locality of this
species in Latvia. Previous records on Boros
schneideri from Latvia are published in the
publication of G.Seidlitz only and contain data
on this species from Kurzeme (former province
of Curland, W Latvia) (Seidlitz, 1887-1891).
Boros schneideri is an insufficiently known
species in Latvia and is mentioned as “scarce”
in the checklist of Latvian beetles (Telnov et al.,
1997).
Our findings of Boros schneideri are
important as the species is included into the
European Community Directive Nr. 92/43/EEC
(Appendix II) as well in the list of Woodland
key habitat specialist species (Anonymous,
2001). The population of Boros schneideri is
located in the Particularly Protected Nature
Territory and thus protected. From other hand,
there are no young or middle-aged oak trees in
the territory, which can be considered as
potential habitat for this species in the future.
Old trees are oftenly burned by local people and
thus treatened as a habitat.
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